10 years in a row

Mercer Quality of Living Survey 2010 - 19
#1 in life quality

BEST PLACE TO LIVE

VIENNA, AUSTRIA

ENVIRONMENT
51% green space

SAFETY
low crime rate

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
143 lines, 5,000 stops

HOUSING
20,000 new flats

PUBLIC HEALTHCARE
good system, top doctors

CULTURE
7 large events per day

SOCIAL EQUALITY
Vienna Charta

FOR TRAVEL INFO, VISIT: WWW.VIENNA-UNWRAPPED.COM

OSTA
Global Network

- Central and Eastern Europe Hub
- 350,000 students
- 1/3 international
- Information provided in eleven languages by OeAD
- Headquarters international organizations (United Nations, OSCE, OPEC)
Research Focus

- **126,000** R&D employees
- **40,000** in academia
- Dedicated funding network
- **#2** in EU R&D expenditure
  - 3.16% of GDP
    - Sweden 3.31%
    - USA 2.80%
Resources

- Funding & Grants
- Job Opportunities
- Life in Austria
Grants.at/en/

- **USA > Austria**: 308 grants
- **Academic Disciplines > all**
- **Target Groups > all**
- **Types of funding > all**

Status Feb. 2020
https://EURAXESS.at

- Job & Funding Information
- "Living in Austria"
- Research in Austria
- Researcher’s Guide to Austria
http://www.Fulbright.at

- Scholar Programs
- at +20 universities, universities of applied sciences, research centers, museums
- Among top 10 destinations
- Predominantly Social Sciences, Humanities
Job Opportunities
Complexity Science Hub Vienna

• Close partnership with the Santa Fe Institute

• Currently looking for Group Leaders in:
  • Computational Social Science
  • Science of Novelty and Innovation
  • Urban Science
  • Foundations of Complexity
IST Austria

• Ranked 3rd in the normalized global “Nature Index 2019” ranking

• 48% ERC-grant success rate among institutes in Europe (highest)

• Currently seeking PhD students
CeMM, the Research Center for Molecular Medicine

- “The best European place to work in Academia” - The Scientist, 2012

- Currently seeking:
  - Data scientists
  - Project scientists
  - Organic chemists
  - PhD Program students
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis

- World-renowned international research institute with National Member Organizations

- Currently seeking change makers in:
  - Bioenergy Economics
  - Water Resource Management
  - Greenhouse Gases Modeling

IIASA www.iiasa.ac.at
AUSTRIA
Surprisingly ingenious.

office@OSTAustria.org
@OSTAustria_DC